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Abstract—In this work, we present an analysis of the gain
achieved in terms of efficiency with PUSH-based epidemic diffu-
sion of messages, when maintaining and exchanging information
about the infection status. Different policies for the exchange
of partial status information are compared, with the aim of
optimizing bandwidth usage. We analyze the effects of adding a
copy-count mechanism to the maintenance of status with respect
to the capability of efficiently stopping the diffusion once full
coverage is achieved; to this purpose, we adopted an analytical
model proposed in the literature to determine the copy-count
threshold. We perform initial measures to highlight how the
mobility model affects the algorithm performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The broadcast of messages over delay tolerant networks

(DTNs) has several applications that include the diffusion of

scoped advertisements – e.g. about available services or events

– and summaries [12], podcasting [13], the upload of software

patches or new parameter settings – e.g. in environmental

observation systems – or the diffusion of acknowledgements,

or cure, packets [11]. The presence of intermittent node

connectivity, node sparsity and topology dynamics imposes to

move apart from flooding to adopt encounter-based epidemic

approaches that maintain the required topology-independent

and stateless nature but better fit with the sparse and intermit-

tent nature of a DTN. An effective, best effort, broadcast can

be designed by starting from the following basic PUSH-based

algorithm [16], [8], which we indicate as P-BCAST:

P-BCAST – when a node has in its cache a message m to diffuse,

it forwards m to one or more (and possibly all) encountered

neighbors. The forwarding, elsewhere called infection or epi-

demic, can be either performed periodically [14] or whenever

the contact occurs [16].

In this work, the encounter-driven mechanism is considered.

This algorithm guarantees node coverage approximately

close to 1 with low latency but generates a redundant load

of duplicates. This is mainly motivated by the fact that nodes

perform epidemic forwarding with a very limited knowledge

about the state of the encountered nodes and, as a consequence,

they often happen to forward the message to already infected

nodes. The primary focus in the design of a broadcast protocol

for DTNs is to reduce the duplicates while keeping high the

node coverage. To achieve this goal, the broadcast design must

respond to the following questions: (i) how to provide a node

with information about the state of its neighbors to enable the
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forwarding control? (ii) How to ensure the termination of the

forwarding algorithm when the message has been delivered

to the entire population of nodes? A viable approach to

simply answer to the second point is to stop the forwarding

when a message lifetime or a given hop/copy count has been

reached. The choice of this bound influences the capability

of achieving high coverage and can be obtained from the

analysis of the mobility traces of the target environment [7]

or, under restrictive assumptions, derived analytically [8]. By

contrast, the forwarding control, point (i) above, can properly

be achieved by allowing a node to maintain a local history

of encounters and to exchange it with the other encounters.

A history mechanism has been recently adopted either to

compute utility functions to control unicast forwarding [2],

[3], [10], or as the log of infection events to control broadcast

forwarding. Several aspects have yet to be explored. There

is the need to define the amount of history a node should

maintain and/or exchange, to evaluate the real performance

advantages it guarantees, to verify its validity under mobility

models other than the random waypoint (RWP) [4], to design

mobility-independent stop conditions and to explore the scal-

ability issues the history involves. The main contribution of

this paper is to consider part of the above arguments and to

provide initial hints for the design of a history-based epidemic

broadcast in DTNs.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS

Let us consider a DTN of n independent and mobile nodes

that are supposed to be sparsely distributed over a large area

and to use a short radio range to communicate. Throughout this

paper, we assume that each node knows the nodes’ cardinality,

n, and we leave to another paper the more general problem of

unknown cardinality. Moreover, a node is aware of the subset

of nodes, the encounters, in its radio range. Encounters are

identified through beacons, which are periodically broadcast

at the underlying layer [5]. In this scenario, we can easily

obtain a basic history-based epidemic broadcast, denoted as

HP-BCAST, by adding a history of contacts to P-BCAST:

HP-BCAST – whenever a node p forwards or receives the

message m, it adds to a local data structure, historyp, the list

of its current encounters or m’s sender respectively. Initially,

historyp only contains p itself. p broadcasts a message m
if its current neighborhood has nodes other than those held

in historyp. It skips forwarding otherwise. p terminates the

epidemic algorithm when historyp contains n entries.

In the basic HP-BCAST (indicated as HP-BCAST0), each node
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Fig. 1. (a) Coverage, and (b) cumulative number of duplicates in the RWP model

maintains a local history. The simple evolution of this algo-

rithm is obtained by enabling a node to exchange its local

history with the encounters. This policy accelerates the node’s

awareness about the epidemic diffusion and should provide

a more effective forwarding control. We denote this new

algorithm as HP-BCAST100. It can be obtained from HP-

BCAST0 by adding the following statement: when p forwards

m then it piggybacks (the 100% of) its historyp on m. When p
receives m from q, it merges historyp with historyq.

It is worth observing that the described HP-BCAST100 al-

gorithm is not as aggressive as it could in its attempt of

propagating the infection knowledge. In fact, nodes could

achieve a much quicker awareness about the evolution of the

system infection by piggybacking the history on top of the

beacon messages. In sec.III, we will consider all these issues

and compare the above algorithms to identify their contribution

to achieve the control on forwarding. We mainly focus on

the protocol’s capability of maximizing node coverage (i.e.

the number of nodes that deliver m), while minimizing both

latency, bandwidth and energy consumption. In sec.IV, we

discuss the issue of obtaining a stop condition and compare

different approaches. In sec.V, we consider different policies

to exchange the history and provide preliminary scalability

considerations.

A. Simulation Environment

The protocol evaluation is performed by using GloMoSim

[15]. The simulation setting considers a system of 100 nodes

sparsely distributed over a 1000 × 1000 mt. area. Nodes

move at a speed in [1, 2] m/s, thus reproducing a pedestrian

environment. They are equipped with a low power 802.11

radio device with 10 m. communication range and DCF at

the MAC layer. Beaconing is performed every 1 sec. We

consider long lived broadcasts, with simulations lasting up to

6 hours. Results are averaged over 50 simulations performed

with variable random seed.

The protocol behavior is highly influenced by the underlying

mobility models. The RWP model is largely used in the

literature because it is simple and is provided by most network

simulators. However, several experiences of collecting mobil-

ity traces from workplaces or campus area have shown that the

distribution underlying the human mobility are heavy-tailed

distributions with the Pareto law as a common shape [6]. A

more recent research [1] has observed that the mobility traces

could be more accurately described through a distribution law

of inter-contact times following the shape of an exponential

variable followed by a Pareto variable. This is coherent with

the combined coexistence of a base Brownian motion, which

leads to unplanned and short contact opportunities, with inten-

tional mobility patterns that, at a given time, trigger oriented

trajectories of one or more nodes towards common points

in the space, or aggregation points (AP). With the aim of

analyzing the protocol behavior in realistic conditions, we

performed simulations under both RWM and AP mobility

conditions (sec.IV).

III. EVALUATION OF PUSH- AND HISTORY-BASED

ALGORITHMS

We measured the performances of the considered algorithms

in the described scenario. In fig.1, we report the node coverage

(the white circle (Rc 100%) evidences the point where 100%
coverage is reached in the worst case), and the cost paid

in terms of redundant, or duplicate, messages. The cover-

age slope over time also shows how quickly an algorithm

approximates the full coverage and, as a consequence, the

latency. P-BCAST is the best performing algorithm in terms

of both coverage and latency but it generates unacceptable

redundant traffic. By contrast, it is clear that the use of history

provides a twofold advantage: on one hand, it does not affect

coverage and latency and, on the other hand, it provides

an effective mechanism to control the forwarding. This is

obtained by simply providing a node with some approximation

of the global system state and, of course, the higher is the

global state awareness (HP-BCAST100), the lower the amount

of redundant messages. It is worth noticing that P-BCAST has

no information about the state of its encounters and this leads

to a very poor forwarding control (fig.1(b)).

The positive effects of the history’s use grows along the al-

gorithm run. In fact, in HP-BCAST100 the number of duplicates

each node generates in the second hour is around 4; in the third

hour it drops to 2. However, the amount of duplicates is not a

fully expressive measure of the history ability of identifying a
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Fig. 2. (a) Broadcast success rate, and (b) cumulative number of duplicates in the RWP model

non infected node in the neighborhood. In fact, it is affected by

the broadcast nature of the radio channel where, to correctly

deliver m to the uninfected node q, m may be duplicated in

a node p which happens to be in range. A good forwarding

control should identify the presence of uninfected encounters

and refrain from forwarding otherwise. The broadcast success

rate bsr more properly captures this ability; it is defined as the

ratio hitting broadcasts/total broadcasts, where the “hitting

broadcast” is a broadcast which delivered m to at least one

uninfected node. Of course, bsr = 1 indicates that all the

broadcasts hit the mark. The index drops to 0 when the full

coverage is reached (after nearly 1 hour in our experiments).

The behavior of bsr (fig.2(a)) confirms the remark above. Both

the history-based algorithms show identical values for both the

bsr and the amount of duplicates (fig.1(b)). This indicates that

the knowledge provided by the history about the system is

useless when the coverage is less than 100% because nodes

are more likely to encounter new nodes than nodes registered

in their history. History comes into play when the full coverage

is almost reached, and bsr = 0. From this point on, the

history helps nodes to control forwarding and, of course, the

larger the knowledge, the more effective the control. However,

the node’s knowledge does not grow as quickly as the nodes

infection and this influences the efficiency of the forwarding

control. In HP-BCAST0 the history slowly grows at the rate

of contacts and eventually tends to a full history condition

if the contact opportunity is equally distributed between each

pair of nodes (i.e. in a RWP). HP-BCAST100 has a quicker

learning process because nodes are allowed to exchange their

local system view when a message is broadcast. The fastest

mechanism to propagate the system view would be enabling

the nodes to share their local history through beacons, but this

would be paid in terms of a larger, and probably unaffordable,

resource consumption.

The above arguments lead to the following considerations.

Whenever it is not possible to adopt a policy that ensures

the algorithm termination after the full coverage has been

reached (see, next Section), the history becomes an efficient

and effective solution to control forwarding in the region

with bsr = 0. By contrast, when a termination condition is

achievable then the history has a marginal role and a simple

local history mechanism can be adopted.

IV. STOP CONDITION

The previous arguments motivate the need of identifying a

condition that enables the nodes to stop the algorithm run. This

condition can be either derived from the observation of the

neighborhood or by exploiting the underlying mobility model.

The most intuitive stop condition can be associated to full

history condition. Unfortunately, even under the favourable

condition of well-known node cardinality and of equally

distributed contact opportunities, the full history condition

is eventually achieved too late with respect to the time the

full coverage condition actually occurs. Our simulations show

that the full coverage condition is achieved after 1 hour of

simulated time. At this time, each node on average knows

the 15% of the infected nodes with HP-BCAST0 and the 65%
with HP-BCAST100 (fig.4(b)). Moreover, with HP-BCAST0 only

2 packets/hour overall are sent after 24 hours, and all nodes

stop within 47 hours. With HP-BCAST100, only 1 packet/hour

is sent after 24 hours, and all nodes stop within 41 hours. The

elapsed time between the real and the approximated event has

impact on the efficiency of any broadcast protocol in DTN

because it represents a large time interval in which nodes keep

on forwarding few but useless messages. This means that the

full history condition is not a representative condition of the

global system state and a different stop condition must be

searched that ensures an earlier algorithm termination.

The approach proposed in [8] moves in this direction. Under

the condition of a well known cardinality and RWP, the authors

derive that each node can stop the forwarding when a copy

count of τ = 2⌈ln n + γ⌉ broadcasts is reached, with γ the

Euler-Mascheroni’s number. This approach has been enhanced

in [9], by adding a history either locally maintained by nodes

or completely shared; let us indicate with HP-BCAST
τ

α
this

approach, with α = 0 in the former case and α = 100 in the

latter. The resulting algorithm becomes:

HP-BCAST
τ

α
– when a node p encounters a node q, it increments

a local copy count; if q is already in its history, p skips

forwarding.

In our simulation conditions, τ = 10, while the algorithms
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Fig. 3. (a) Coverage and (b) cumulative number of duplicates in the aggregation model

studied so far correspond to having τ = ∞. Both HP-

BCAST10

0
and HP-BCAST10

100
achieve full coverage, although

with a slightly higher latency than in the case τ = ∞ due

to nodes that exhaust their available copy count before all

nodes have been infected, thus decreasing the number of relays

and slowing down the diffusion. Yet, thanks to the bound on

the number of diffusions, the HP-BCAST
τ approach is optimal

in RWP and is thus much more effective than HP-BCAST
∞

in limiting useless traffic (fig.2(b)): full coverage is reached

after 3672 sec., and message diffusion stops after 6696 sec.

with HP-BCAST
10

100
and after 7560 sec. with HP-BCAST

10

0
.

The bsr index before full coverage is the same whether τ
is infinite or not, confirming the effectiveness of the history

in suppressing useless transmissions (fig.2(a)). However, with

τ = ∞ nodes continue performing transmissions till their

histories are full; with bounded τ no useless transmission

is anymore generated after all nodes halt. In the latter case,

though, with HP-BCAST
10

0
, the last infected nodes could issue

sporadic transmissions before halting.

The weakness of the τ bound is its dependence on the

uniform distribution of contacts as in RWP. We simulated HP-

BCASTτ

α
in the aggregation model described in sec.II-A, with

10 aggregation areas of 30 m. radius each, and nodes that

remain in an area for 10 minutes. In this mobility scenario,

HP-BCASTτ suffers multiple contacts between the same pair

of nodes (fig.3(a)); this does not lead to duplicate generation

but forces the nodes to waste their broadcast “budget” every

time they re-encounter a node seen in the past. As a conse-

quence, the algorithm is too conservative and full coverage

is not achieved: in the conditions shown in figure, all nodes

terminate the algorithm when, on average, the 2% of them is

still uninfected; the minimum coverage observed is 94%. By

exasperating the non-uniformity of contacts till considering

a swarm mobility, the coverage drops to 17% in the worst

case. By contrast, under the same conditions the history-

based algorithms guarantee full coverage independently of

the mobility model although this result is paid with a higher

number of duplicates (fig.3(b)).

The above arguments lead to conclude that, under the

favourable condition of well-known cardinality, a copy count

bound can be profitably adopted to stop the forwarding.

This choice ensures to achieve good performances with RWP

mobility model and acceptable performances with AP. In this

case, the combined use of history slightly influences the per-

formance and may be optimized with the use of history sharing

mechanisms, as described in the next Section. When nodes are

unaware of the system node cardinality, the above mechanisms

fail and the real challenge becomes the design of an autonomic

mechanism that helps nodes to control forwarding by learning

the system state through the neighborhood observation.

V. POLICIES FOR KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Since DTNs must exploit contact opportunities – which

could also be sporadic – in order to forward messages, the

bandwidth optimization is a fundamental goal. To this purpose,

a trade-off should be defined between the amount of history

exchanged and the bandwidth saved in suppressing useless

diffusions. We studied three policies to extract entries from the

local history to be piggybacked onto the message: the node

maintains its history ordered so as to record from the most

to the least recent encounters. Entries can be extracted (i) in

random order, (ii) most recent first, or (iii) least recent first.

The first policy is used as benchmark. The second policy aims

at notifying an encounter about the infection status of nodes

in the surroundings. The third policy aims at notifying an en-

counter about the infection status of nodes in a region it could

be directed to. In fig.4(a), the three policies are compared for

different percentage of history shared. All policies show the

same behavior: by indicating with 100% the improvement – in

terms of generated duplicates – achieved with HP-BCAST100,

all policies obtain an improvement around 80− 85% with the

exchange of just 20−25% of the history. Moreover, for a small

portion of history shared, the best behavior is achieved with

the most recent first policy. In fact, by comparing the amount

of knowledge about the system, and by indicating with 100%
the full history condition, the knowledge growth – by sharing

20% of the history (HP-BCAST20) – well approximates the

behavior achievable with the full sharing (fig.4(b)); this effect

is obviously reproduced by the number of generated duplicates

(fig.5).
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Fig. 4. (a) Comparison among sharing policies. (b) Cumulative knowledge about the coverage status

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we compare by simulations different PUSH-

based epidemic diffusion algorithms, which may use a history

of encounters and a copy-count bound, analytically deter-

mined, in order to suppress useless transmissions. The results

bring into evidence that the model proposed in [9] must be

extended in order to accurately estimate an upper bound on the

diffusions a node can perform, adequate to settings where node

mobility is more similar to that observed in real environments.

The history is effective in suppressing duplicates, but does not

allow to promptly detect when full coverage has been reached.

In this work, we assume that nodes know the number n
of nodes in the system and have enough memory to record

a history of size n. In case of unknown or varying member-

ship, nodes have the problem of appropriately dimensioning

the history. Moreover, the analytical model becomes useless

because it is unable to determine τ . Currently, we are studying

the trade-off between the maintenance of a partial history –

applicable e.g. when nodes do not know the system cardinality

– and the performance improvement achieved in comparison

with P-BCAST. We are studying different policies to determine

what encounters to remember in the history, and we are

also evaluating the possibility of finding some heuristics to

implement a stop condition given a partial history. These

policies will be compared with the benchmark obtained when

nodes collect knowledge about the system by exchanging the

history with every beacon.
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